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The averaging theory for the slow Markov walks is extended to the so called 
slow-in-the-average Markov processes where the jump vector takes arbitrarily large 
values with sufficiently small probabilities. The results obtained are important for 
applications, in particular, communication networks and manufacturing systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A slow Markov walk process is defined as 
x(n + 1) = xh) + WXb), 5(n)), 
XER~,~ER~,~:R~XR~~R~,O<E~~, 
where t(n), n = 0, 1, . . . . is a sequence of conditionally independent random 
variables and @(x(n), t(n)) takes values of order 1. There have been many 
results obtained [l-6], concerning deterministic approximations of such 
processes. Applications of these results have been reported in [7-121. In 
some applications, however, the jump vector, cB, takes values of the order 
l/~ and therefore the results of [l-6] are not applicable. The purpose of 
this paper is to extend the method of [l] to the so called slow-in-the- 
average Markov walks which admit @ arbitrarily large but with sufficiently 
small probabilities. 
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section II, the notion of the 
slow-in-the-average Markov walk is introduced; in Section III, the main 
theorems are formulated; the proofs are given in the Appendices. 
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II. SLOW-IN-THE-AVERAGE MARKOV WALKS 
Consider the Markov process defined by 
x(n + 1) =x(n) + @(x(n), . ..) x(n - r), 5(n)), (1) 
XER~,<ER~,@:R~XR~X . ..xRNxRW+RN. 
(r+ 1) 
where l(n), n = 0, 1, . . . . is a sequence of conditionally independent random 
variables with the following conditional probability distribution: 
f(HlZ) I x(n), .‘., x(n - r)) 
= tfi(5l(n)lx(~)~ “-9 (n-r)), -,fw(5w(n)lx(~), . . . . +2-r))). 
Assume that 
q Q;@(n), ..., x(n - r), 5(n)) I x(n), . . . . x(n - r,} 
= &&(x(n), . ..) x(n -Y)), 
Var{ Qi(X(n), . . . . X(n - r), l(n)) / X(n), . . . . X(n - r)} 
= E2ki(X(rl), . ..) x(n - r)), 
i = 1, . . . . N, O-c&41, 
where di(. ), kj( .) are functions of order 1, and, in addition, 





and R and S are independent of E. Assume also that both & ‘.)= 
[di(.), . . . . $N(.)]’ and k(.)= [k,(.), . . . . kN(.)lf are Lipschitz in Qc RN, 
where \lZll = X7= i IZil. 
The process defined by (l)-(5) will be referred to as slow-in-the-average 
Markov walk. As it follows from (l), (3), the jump vector, @, can take 
arbitrariiy large values but with sufficiently small probabilities. 
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III. MAIN THEOREMS 
Along with (1 ) consider the following deterministic equation: 
y(n+ l)=Jjn)+E~(l’(n), . ..) ‘(n-r)), 
,I’ E RI’, yO= [y(no), . ..) ,v(n,- r)] r= [x(n,), . . . . x(no- r)]’ =x0. 
(6) 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions (3)-(5), for any’ o > 0 and 7 > 0 
there exists E,, = Eg(o) and F= F(z) such that for all 0 < E < E” 
P{ llx(n, x0, no) - An, x0, no)11 < 0) 3 1 -OF(~), ne [no, no+71El, (7) 
where x(n, x0, no), and y(n, x0, no), are solutions of (1) and (6) respectively 
which belong, together with their o-vicinity, to Q. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that all trajectories of (1) are bounded a.s. and the 
equilibrium of (6) is globally asymptotically stable. Then, under the assump- 
tions (3))(5), for any 6 > 0, there exists lo > 0 such that for all 0 < E < co 
P{ 11x(4 x0, no) - y(n, x0, noIll < 6) 3 1 - 6, nE [no, ~0). (8) 
The proofs of these theorems are given in the Appendices. 
APPENDIX I 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires several auxiliary results: 
LEMMA 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exist positive 
constants T, and T, such that the following inequality is true: 
-W(U - x(n)ll d F ((1 +ETJ-“- l}, for all I > n. (9) 
2 
Proof From (3)-(5), we obtain 
El1 lx(O - x(fi)ll 
I- I 




E2 + I@i(X(S), ..., 4s -r), 
i=ls=fl 2E 
=;, :z:E{(;) [ 1 + ki(x(s), . . . . x(s- r)) + &(x(s), . . . . x(n - r))]) 
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<EN(/-/p+R2+1) . . 2 
+; ‘i’ {lqE(Ilx(s)-x(n)ll+ Ilx(s- 1)-x(n)Il+ .‘. 
3 = n 
+ Ilx(s-~)--x(n)ll + lb(n)-x(n-1)II 
+ ‘.. + 11x(n)-x(n-r)ll} 
+2&E{ lb(~)--x(n)11 + Il4- I)-xb)ll 
+ .‘. + Ilx(s - r) - x(n)11 
+ lx(n)-x(n- l)ll+ ... + 1(x(n)-x(n-r)l(>) 
<EN(I-n)(S+R2+1) &*A, ’ i(i+l)NR 
2 +d 2 r=l 
r i(i+ 1)NR 
+E’RA, c 2 + c*RA,NR 
r=l 
+;‘:I [(r+ l)A, +2R&(r+ l)] J%(S)-x(n)11 
s = n 
-i 
where 
for all I>n, 
T =N(S+R2+1)+cNR (1 I + =A21 
1 2 y(r2+r) 2 
+ &NRr(r + l)(r + 2) (A1 + 2RA2) 
6 2 ’ 
T 
2 
= (r + 1 WI + 2RU 
2 
The last inequality follows from Lemma 2 in [ 11. Q. E.D. 
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To formulate the second lemma, introduce a random variable 
where 6 is positive real to be chosen below. 
h3fMA 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exists a positive 
real S, such that the following inequality is true: 
E{ II-f(n) - 4n)ll) < SS,, nE [no, a). (11) 
Proof From Lemma 1, 
1 n+ [B/cl I 
W(n)-x(n)ll d cs,E, 1=,1 W(i)-x(n)ll -1 
1 $-n+rF’- ’ F ((1 +,T,)[“/“l- I} 
CGI l=n 2 
where S, = NT erz a 1 . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let 
du(n + 1) = #u(n), . . . . u(n - r)), 
(12) 
dv(n + 1) = qb(u(n), . . . . u(n - r)) + E’!‘<(n) + c514q(n), 
where u, v, 5, qeRN, u”= [u(n,), . . . . u(n,-r)lr= [v(n,), . . . . u(no-r)]T=vo, 
and El<,(n)l <S,, Elqi(n)l <S,, for all iE { 1, . . . . N). Then there exists a 
positive real F, such that 
Eilu(n)-v(n)11 <E~~~J;‘~{~~‘~(~+‘)“’ Q)- 1). (13) 
ProofI From (12), we obtain 
Ell4n) - v(n)11 
n-l 
d E C 44(4S), . . . . 4s - r)) - &v(s), . . . . v(s - r))ll 
s = “0 
n-1 n-1 
+&3’2 c ~ll~(~)ll +c4 c ‘m(s)ll 
S=“g ,t = no 
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<E;C,(VI 1) 1 mJ(~)-~(s)II 
+ E3’2 c Ellt(S)ll + E5’4 1 ~lbl(~)ll 
<&(r+ 1) 1 EMs)-4s)ll 
By [l, Lemma 21 we find that 
Ellu(n) -u(n)\\ ~E”~F,J~““~(‘+‘)(“~“O)- l), 
where F, = N/l,(r + ~)(E”~S~ + S,). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. From (lo), 
n + [b/&l ~ 1 
dxi(n+ ‘)=f&j ,Tn @,(x(j), . . . . x(j- rh 5(A) 
= E$bi(X(tl), . ..) x(n -r)) 
+$$j’+‘$‘-’ [E~i(X(j),...,x(j-r)) 
j-n 
-E4i(x(n), -, X(n - r))l 
+$j~~+‘f+j-’ [Qj(x(j), . . . . x(j-r), Xi)) 
j-n 
= f$i(X(n), . . . . X(n -r)) i- &3’2(,(n) •k E5’4?‘/i(n), (14) 
where 
1 n + [h/E] - 1 
:i= EL/2[B/E] i=n 
1 C4iW)% ...? x(i- r)) - dj(Nn), . . . . x(n - r))l, 
409/158/?-13 
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v,(n) = 5’4 ’ 
PI, [h,..] I 
E“ [6/E] z [@‘i(s(.j), .,., -W-i.), 4(j)) , =: I,
- qb, (s(j), . ..) x(.j - r))]. 
Then 
1 nt[,)J] I 
Elli(n)l d 
&‘;2[6/E] ,;,, 
Eld;(.U, . ..> -d-r)) 
- ditxtn), -, -r(n - r))l 
fl + j<iX] I 
-4(x(n) , . . . . x(n - r))ll 
21 n+ [Iv&]- I 
G f?‘[h/E] c E{ IIXW - x(n)ll , = li 
-t . + llx(j- r) - x(n - r)ll } 
d Elv2;k/l:, * 1 
II + [d;c] - I 
,T,l (r + 1) WW - x(n)ll 
-t ENR 




+ i,&“*NRr(r + l)(r + Z)[.c/S] 
6 
d 
A,(r+ 1) - 
EI:2 bS, + 
(r + 2)COl i.,r”‘NT(r+l) 1 + 3 
( ! 
. 
Let 6 = E’:*, then 
Elri(n)l 6 s;, 
where S~=I~,S,(r+1)+A,~“2NRr(r+1)((3+(r+2)~’/2)/6). 
From (14), we obtain the inequality 
1 n + [b/E] - I 
-mAn)12 = p[s/E,z E c C@;(x(.i), . ..> xfi- r), t(j)) 
j=n 
- 4, (x(i), . . . . x(j - r))l’ 
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Since 6 = E 1J23 
Then, 
=61.2L~,e32n+c~Jp’ El@i(x(j), ..., d-r), 5(j)) 
,=n 
-&4i(X(j), -., x(j- r))l’ 
1 n + [b/&l - I 
G &“2[s/&]2 c 
E2S. 
.j= n 
Elq;(n)12 d s. 
eli( G 2 - 
1 + mib)12< 1 + s = s 
2 3, 
where S3 = (1 + S)/2. 
In order to represent (14) in a closed form, we rewrite it as 
d?,(?l + 1) = E$hi(X(n), . . . . X(n - V)) + E3’2&+l) + E5’4rji(n), (15) 
where 5:(n) = (l/~“‘)[q5,(x(n), . . . . X(n - r))-dj(x(fi), . . . . i(n - r))] + c;(H)* 
Then, 
El<Il G-$ W,(W), . . . . x(n- r)) 
-4i(x(n), ..., 3n - r))l + ElSi(n)l 
+,Ejllxo-n(n)/l 
+ ... + Ilx(n-r)-Z(n-r)ll} + S; 
<A,(r+1)S,+S2=S2. 
Consider now a system of the form 
dYi(n + 1) = E4i(Y(n), -., .Y(n - r)), 
YP = CYi(nO)9 ‘..5 yi(n,-r)lT= [x,(n,), . . ..x.(n,-r)lT=xp. 
Since the conditions of Lemma 3 are met, we have 
E{Ili(n)-y(n)(l) ~E”~F,{~~“‘(‘+‘““~“~‘- 1). 
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Therefore, 
E{ llx(n) - Y(n)11 ) d E{ 11x(n) - -u(n)11 ) + E( Il.?(n) - y(n)11 } 
cc’ ‘s, +(,I 4F frd.~(~~+l)Cn 
’ It “0’ - ’ 1 
=E ’ 4F(~L for all n 6 [n,, n, + r/e], 
where F(T) = E’/~S, + F, (e’l(” + ‘Ii - 1 ). Hence 
P{ llx(n, x”, no) - y(n, x”, no)/1 <E”‘} > 1 - cl,“F(t). 
Let 0 = s’18, then 
APPENDIX II 
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, assume that the origin 
is the equilibrium point of (6). Due to the global asymptotic stability of 
(6), for any p> 0 there exists T > 0, such that 
II An)ll G P/2, for all n 2 no + T/E. 
Then, from the following inequality 
Ellx(n)ll G-w(n) - Je)ll + ~llY(~)ll, 
y” = [y(no), . . . . y(n, - r)] ‘= [x(n,), . . . . x(no - r)]’ = x0 
and the assumption that all trajectories of (1) are bounded as., when 
n=no+No=no+~/& we have 
EllX(f% + No)\\ d E”4F(T) + /IY(no + No)lI 
< &""F(T) + p/2. (16) 
Choose number so such that, for all E d so, 
&li4F(t) <p/2. 
Then we have 
me0 + NoIll <p, No = T/E. (17) 
Let [ = x(x(n,), no + No). For each realization of trajectory v([, no + N + n), 
the following inequality holds: 
~llx(i,n,+No+n)ll~~“4~(T)+lly(~,no+No+n)ll, HE [o, T/&l. 
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Averaging this inequality over the distribution of < and taking into account 
that E(Ellx(l, no + No + n) I ill) = Ellx(x(n,), no + No + n)ll, we obtain 
no [n,+N,, n,+2N,,]. (18) 
As follows from (17), P{ ll[l] > p112} <p ‘I2 Hence, taking into account that . 
all trajectories of system (1) are bounded as., we find that 
UY(L n)ll Q P/2 + gP2? n E [no + No, no + 2No1, 
where g is some constant. Thus from (18), we have 
mw~oh n)ll <P + wl”> n E [no + No, no + 2N,]. (19) 
Moreover, since, by construction, Elly([, no + 2N,)ll < p/2, we find from 
(18), 
~Il-w~O)~ no + 2w <P. (20) 
We now prove by induction that (19) holds for all n E [no, a). Let 
(19) hold on the interval no [no+ (/- 1) No, no+ /No]. Then, when 
n =n,+ IN,, (20) is true, and consequently (19) holds on the interval 
[no + /IV,, no + (1+ l)N,]. Thus ‘( 19) is valid for all n E [no + Z/E, co). On 
the other hand 
llY(-eoh n)ll <P/2, n E [no + T/E, co). 
Consequently, W(n, x0, no) - y(n, x0, no)11 < $p + gp1j2, n E [no + T/E, 02 ). 
Taking into account the inequality er/“~(r) <p/2, we have 
Wh x0, no) - y(n, x0, no)ll -c ;p + gp2, nE [no, a). 
Let 6” = 5~ + gp1j2, then 
q Il.+, x0, no) - y(n, x0, no)11 < S} 2 1 - 6. Q.E.D. 
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